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Security in Computing, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 2002
Security in Computing, Third  Edition systematically demonstrates how to control failures of  confidentiality, integrity, and availability in applications, databases,  operating systems, and networks alike. 

This sweeping revision of the field's classic guide to computer...
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Solaris(TM) Performance and Tools: DTrace and MDB Techniques for Solaris 10 and OpenSolarisPrentice Hall, 2006
"The Solaris™Internals volumes are simply the best and most comprehensive treatment of the Solaris (and OpenSolaris) Operating Environment. Any person using Solaris--in any capacity--would be remiss not to include these two new volumes in their personal library. With advanced observability tools in Solaris (like DTrace), you...
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Organizational Patterns of Agile Software DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2004
You will find no books on the bookshelf here that tell you how to start up a new discipline. Software has been seeking its own way as a
relatively young discipline for the past 40 years. Every new discipline struggles to find practices suitable to its survival and growth. Sometimes this struggle is incremental. Sometimes disciplines undergo...
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Core J2ME TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2001
The J2ME platform is designed for devices with limited memory, display, and processing power including cellular phones, PDAs, and pagers. Core J2ME Technology & MIDP covers everything you need to develop powerful applications for this rapidly expanding wireless market.

Part I starts with an overview of J2ME, configurations, and...
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Modern Operating Systems (3rd Edition) (GOAL Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
A presentation of the basics of both distributed and single-processor computer systems, this book reflects real-world experience that provides practical, hands- on information in constructing and understanding modern operating systems.  This book discusses the key principles of both kinds of systems — including MS- DOS, UNIX, Amoeba, and...
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Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Thoroughly updated with new examples and the latest research findings, this new edition also boasts updates case studies in each chapter, taken from recent editions of the Financial Times, that illustrate the practical implications of the issues raised.



	This book is about creating and sustaining superior performance in the...
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Numerical Methods for Chemical Engineers with MATLAB ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 1999

	
		Master numerical methods using MATLAB, today's leading software for problem solving.

	
		 

	
		This complete guide to numerical methods in chemical engineering is the first to take full advantage of MATLAB's powerful calculation environment....
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Home Networking Basis: Transmission Environments and Wired/Wireless ProtocolsPrentice Hall, 2003
This complete technical guide to home network media, protocols, and implementation is the first systematic technical guide to all leading transmission media and communication protocols for in-home networking.

Using detailed simulation techniques provided as MATLAB files and SIMULINK models (downloadable from the companion website),...
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Core Web Application Development with PHP and MySQLPrentice Hall, 2005
The programmers guide to building  robust web applications with PHP and MySQL

This is a comprehensive, practical guide for programmers who  want to develop production-quality, database-enabled web applications with PHP  and MySQL. Long-time developer Marc Wandschneider...
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Six Sigma for Marketing Processes: An Overview for Marketing Executives, Leaders, and ManagersPrentice Hall, 2006
Nearly half of the top one hundred Fortune 500 companies use Six Sigma methodology in some part of their business. These companies have been among the top one hundred for five or more years and consistently report higher revenue and significantly higher profits than competitors. This...
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Beautiful Code: Leading Programmers Explain How They Think (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2007
How do the experts solve difficult problems in software development? In this unique and insightful book, leading computer scientists offer case studies that reveal how they found unusual, carefully designed solutions to high-profile projects. You will be able to look over the shoulder of major coding and design experts to see problems through their...
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MIPS Assembly Language ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2003
First impressions are important.
  

  To introduce your Assembly Language programming students to the fundamental concepts of contemporary computer architecture, start with a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC).  

  When students first encounter computer architecture, they need to begin with the basics of modern...
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